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Speech production is one of the most fundamental activities of
humans. A core cognitive operation involved in this skill is the
retrieval of words from long-term memory, that is, from the mental
lexicon. In this article, we establish the time course of lexical access
by recording the brain electrical activity of participants while they
named pictures aloud. By manipulating the ordinal position of
pictures belonging to the same semantic categories, the cumulative
semantic interference effect, we were able to measure the exact
time at which lexical access takes place. We found significant
correlations between naming latencies, ordinal position of pic-
tures, and event-related potential mean amplitudes starting 200
ms after picture presentation and lasting for 180 ms. The study
reveals that the brain engages extremely fast in the retrieval of
words one wishes to utter and offers a clear time frame of how
long it takes for the competitive process of activating and selecting
words in the course of speech to be resolved.

electrophysiology � lexical access � speech production

Word selection is a crucial step in speech production.
Considering that the average lexicon contains �50,000

lexical entries and that an average speaker utters approximately
three words per second, the process of lexical retrieval needs to
proceed at high speed and with great accuracy. Failures of this
process result in speech errors or anomia, which limit commu-
nication, as acutely demonstrated in production aphasia, for
instance. Although our understanding of how speakers retrieve
words from the lexicon has considerably increased in recent
years (1–4), the neural implementation of this process remains
poorly understood. In particular, insights regarding the time
course of word retrieval in speech production are sparse, and
most of the chronometric evidence available is derived from
event-related potential (ERP) studies relying on button-press
responses rather than in actual overt speech production (5–9).
This strategy was adopted because EEG is highly susceptible to
mouth movements that could possibly mask the cognitive com-
ponents of interest. However, at least one EEG study and several
MEG studies have shown that artifact-free brain responses can
be measured up to at least 400 ms after picture onset (10–13),
and a few recent ERP studies demonstrated that classical ERP
components can be replicated during overt picture naming
(14–17).

Although these latter studies reveal the validity of ERPs for
studying overt naming, they have not directly investigated the
issue of the time course of lexical selection, but rather other
aspects of word production (e.g., morphological processing,
bilingual language control, etc.). It is the goal of the present study
to identify the time course of word selection during overt
naming, capitalizing on the fine temporal resolution of ERPs. In
this study, we directly measure the time course of word retrieval
during overt naming. Such temporal information is invaluable
for understanding brain mechanisms underlying speech produc-
tion and to elucidate the causes of speech failure. Additionally,
this approach may offer a framework to constrain theoretical
models of language production.

With this aim in mind, we chose to exploit the cumulative
semantic interference effect (CSIE) (18) as a proxy for lexical
selection in picture naming. In this paradigm, participants name
a set of pictures from intermixed semantic categories (e.g., turtle,
hammer, tree, crocodile, bus, axe, snake, etc.). Interestingly,
naming latencies for a given picture (e.g., snake) increases
linearly with its ordinal position within the semantic category.
That is, the naming latency for a given item correlates positively,
linearly, and highly with the number of items from the same
semantic category that have been named previously (e.g., turtle,
crocodile).

It has been debated whether this striking effect reflects
competition at a semantic or a lexical level (18–23). According
to the semantic account, the effect arises at the level at which
semantic representations are being selected for production. The
idea is that semantically related conceptual representations
compete with one another, such that the reactivation of previ-
ously selected representations hinders the speed with which the
semantic representation corresponding to the target picture is
singled out and selected for further processing (22, 23). Accord-
ing to the lexical interpretation, the interference between se-
mantic competitors is assumed to reflect the difficulty in select-
ing a specific lexical item produced by the reactivation of lexical
items of the same semantic category that have been produced
previously: The more items of the same semantic category are
encountered, the higher the amount of competition when se-
lecting another item (the target one) from the same semantic
category. Although there is still debate about the specific origin
of the effect, several fMRI and MEG studies have consistently
shown increased activation during semantic competition in the
middle temporal gyrus and the left inferior frontal gyrus (12,
24–28), two regions putatively associated with lexical access and
selection (29–31).

Knowledge of the timing of ERP effects elicited by the CSIE
is likely to provide key temporal information on lexical selection
during picture naming. More specifically, we predict that there
should be a time window in which the ERPs correlate positively
with the ordinal position of the target within the series of pictures
belonging to the same semantic category. To the extent that the
CSIE reveals the processes engaged during word selection, such
a window can be considered as the time interval in which word
retrieval takes place.

There are two independent studies that allow for a precise
prediction about the time at which word retrieval from the
lexicon occurs. First, according to the meta-analysis conducted
by Indefrey and Levelt (29), lexical selection will unfold between
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175 and 250 ms after picture onset. Second, a recent study has
shown that lexical frequency effects start modulating ERPs
between 180–190 ms after target presentation during overt
picture naming (32). Hence, we expect that (i) the CSIE should
begin to affect ERP amplitudes between 175 and 250 ms after
picture onset in the present experiment and (ii) ERP amplitudes
elicited by pictures to be named should correlate positively with
the ordinal position of the pictures within their semantic cate-
gory group.

Results
Naming Latencies. Voice key errors (2%), naming errors (6.7%),
and outliers (three standard deviations above or below the
participant’s mean; 5.2%) were removed from analyses. Separate
subject (F1) and item (F2) analyses were carried out, examining
two independent variables: ordinal position (5) and block (3).

Naming latency results for each ordinal position are depicted
in Fig. 1. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a signifi-
cant main effect of ordinal position [F1 (4, 92) � 22.37, MSE �
2,008.65, P � 0.001; F2 (4, 92) � 10.96, MSE � 3,065.19, P �
0.001] and a significant block effect [F1 (2, 46) � 12.97, MSE �
2,422.74, P � 0.001; F2 (2, 46) � 25.81, MSE � 3,900.88, P �
0.001]. The ordinal position � block interaction was not signif-
icant (all P values � 0.3). Furthermore, a highly significant
positive correlation between ordinal position and naming laten-
cies was observed (R2 � 0.96, P � 0.003).

Event-Related Potentials. Pictures elicited an expected P1/N1/P2
ERP complex in all conditions. In the 0- to 180-ms time window
(P1 and N1 range), no ordinal position and block effects were
observed (all P values � 0.1).

In the P2 range, ordinal position, block, and the interaction
effects between the two factors were not significant (all P
values � 0.1). The ordinal position � cluster interaction was
significant (F � 1.74, MSE � 3.19, P � 0.007). Analyses per
cluster revealed a significant ordinal position effect over the left
parietal, right parietal, and occipital regions (all P values � 0.03;
cf. Fig. 2A).

In the N2 range, the main effect of block and the ordinal
position � block interaction did not reach significance (P
values � 0.1). In contrast, the effect of ordinal position (F �
2.57, MSE � 263.44, P � 0.04) and the ordinal position �
cluster interaction (F � 3.00, MSE � 6.51, P � 0.001) were
significant. Analyses per cluster revealed significant ordinal

position effects over left central, parietal, and occipital regions
(all P values � 0.03).

In the P3 range, the main effect of block and the ordinal
position � block interaction failed to reach significance (Ps �
0.1). In contrast, the effect of ordinal position (F � 3.27, MSE �
439.51, P � 0.01) and the ordinal position � cluster interaction
(F � 2.18, MSE � 4.86, P � 0.001) were significant. Analyses per
cluster revealed significant ordinal position effects over left and
right central, parietal, and occipital regions (all P values � 0.03).

Finally, the main effect of ordinal position (F � 2.61, MSE �
475.31, P � 0.04) and the main effect of block (F � 4.75, MSE �
1,195.68, P � 0.01) were significant in the N400 range. However,
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Fig. 1. Design and behavioral results of the CSIE. (A) Design and some
exemplar stimuli used in the present experiment. Numbers (1, 2, or 3) refer to
the ordinal position at which a member of a semantic category is presented;
F refers to filler. (B) Naming latencies in milliseconds at each ordinal position.

Fig. 2. ERP results and correlation analyses of the CSIE. (A) ERPs elicited by
the five ordinal positions within the semantic categories. The waveforms
depicted are the linear derivation of the 10 posterior electrodes where sig-
nificant effects were present (CP1, CP2, P3, Pz, P4, PO1, PO2, O1, Oz, O2). The
dark gray area refers to the P2 peak and P3 peak showing a linear and
cumulative increase in amplitude with each ordinal position. Above the
topographic maps of the averaged differences waves of the five ordinal
positions for the P2 and P3 are shown. The light gray area refers to the time
frame (208–388 ms) where ERP amplitudes correlated with ordinal position
and RTs. (B) Significance graph of the correlation analyses at each sampling
rate (4 ms) between RTs and ERP amplitudes at the five ordinal positions for
the 10 posterior electrodes. (C) Significance graph of the correlation analyses
at each sampling rate (4 ms) between RTs and ERP amplitudes at the five
ordinal positions averaged over the 10 posterior electrodes. Correlations were
reliably below the 0.05 significance level between 208 and 388 ms after picture
presentation (light gray area).
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the ordinal position � cluster and ordinal position � block
interactions were not significant (all P values � 0.1).

In addition, highly significant positive correlations were
found between mean ERP amplitudes and naming latencies for
the P2 (R2 � 0.90, P � 0.014), the N2 (R2 � 0.93, P � 0.008),
and the P3 (R2 � 0.96, P � 0.003) peaks. We also observed
highly significant positive correlations between mean ERP
amplitudes and ordinal position for the P2 (R2 � 0.87, P �
0.021), the N2 (R2 � 0.93, P � 0.009), and the P3 (R2 � 0.97,
P � 0.002) peaks. Neither of these correlation types remained
significant in the N400 range (mean amplitude versus naming
latencies: R2 � 0.66, P � 0.09; mean amplitude versus ordinal
position: R2 � 0.72, P � 0.07).

Peak latency analyses revealed no block and no ordinal
position effects and no interaction in any of the five time
windows of interest (all P values � 0.1).

Point-by-Point Correlations Between ERP Amplitudes and RTs. We
calculated point-by-point correlations over ordinal positions
between the RTs and ERP amplitudes every 4 ms (i.e., at the
resolution of acquisition sampling rate) to track the time course
of the CSIE in the ERPs. We limited this analysis to the 10
posterior electrodes where significant ERP amplitude modula-
tions by ordinal position were significant. RTs at each ordinal
position started to correlate reliably with ERP amplitudes 208
ms after picture onset, and correlations remained significant
until 388 ms after picture onset (Fig. 2 B and C). To ensure that
the duration of the CSIE in the ERPs (180 ms) was not primarily
due to latency jitter, we calculated the correlations between the
peak latencies of the three ERP peaks (P2, N2, P3), where
significant effects were present (32). None of these correlations
turned out to be significant (all P values � 0.1).

Further correlation analyses were conducted on RTs and ERP
amplitudes to determine whether the observed effects were
indeed due to the CSIE and not to the overall presentation order
within the experiment. We hypothesized that neither the corre-
lation between RTs and ordinal between-category positions nor
the correlation between ERP amplitudes and ordinal between-
category positions would be significant (see Methods). As pre-
dicted, neither correlations were significant (all P values � 0.1).
Finally, neither the RTs (Fig. 3A) nor the ERPs (Fig. 3B)
correlated significantly with ordinal between-category positions
when averaging together the five ordinal within-category posi-
tions for each between-category position (both P values � 0.08).

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the electrophysiological correlates
of the CSIE during overt picture naming to characterize the time
course of word retrieval in language production. First, we
replicated the CSIE reported by Howard et al. (18) and showed
that this effect survives several repetitions of the same picture in
different experimental blocks (Fig. 1). Second, the earliest
electrophysiological modulation induced by the CSIE, as indexed
by positive correlations between naming latencies and ERP
amplitudes for the five ordinal positions of pictures within their
semantic category was found at 208 ms and remained until 388
ms after picture onset (Fig. 2). Peak latency correlation analyses
between the peaks where significant effects were found (see
below) revealed that it is unlikely that the duration of these
positive correlations (180 ms) were smeared out because of
latency jitter. Third, three ERP peaks were significantly modu-
lated by the CSIE effect: P2, N2, and P3 amplitudes correlated
positively with: (i) The ordinal position of the picture within the
stream of pictures belonging to the same semantic category and
(ii) individual naming latencies at each ordinal position. There
was also a significant effect of ordinal position in the N400 range,
but N400 amplitudes failed to correlate significantly with ordinal
position or naming latencies. Finally, we showed that the results

obtained for the CSIE, both behavioral and electrophysiological,
cannot be accounted for by the order of appearance of items
across the whole experiment (Fig. 3).

Assuming that the CSIE indexes the difficulty with which
lexical items are retrieved from the lexicon, the onset of signif-
icant correlations in this experiment can be taken as evidence
that the brain engages in lexical selection at �200 ms after
picture onset. This implies that by that time, access to the
picture’s semantic representation should be sufficiently fine-
grained to initiate the search for specific lexical items. This result
is consistent with a number of previous findings, e.g., the fact that
semantic analyses of a picture enfolds during the first 150–200
ms after its onset (33) and those revealing the onset of lexical
frequency and cognate effects at �180 ms after picture onset
during picture naming (32).

Our observations are consistent with the time window of
lexical selection (175–250 ms) put forward by Indefrey and
Levelt (29), even though, in this meta-analysis, the average
response time of participants was in the region of 600 ms.
Interestingly, in a previous study (32), we found an onset latency
for lexical access (180–190 ms) in the temporal vicinity of the
latency observed in the present study, while RTs were in the
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Fig. 3. Behavioral and ERP results of the between-category order of appear-
ance within the experiment. (A) Naming latencies in milliseconds at four
ordinal positions of category appearance within the experiment (averaged
across categories taken six-by-six). (B) ERPs elicited by the four ordinal posi-
tions of category appearance within the experiment (averaged across cate-
gories taken six-by-six). The waveforms depicted are the linear derivation of
the same 10 posterior electrodes as those in Fig. 2.
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region of 700 ms (140 ms faster as observed here). Therefore, it
appears that the onset of lexical access varies little (175–200 ms)
regardless of the naming response times of participants or the
amount of stimuli and repetitions used in the naming task. Thus,
the onset of lexical access seems relatively independent of the
speed with which lexical items are produced. This implies that
the difference in production latency between different lexical
items arises mainly after lexical access has taken place, i.e.,
during later stages of lexical and postlexical processing likely
sensitive to task difficulty and psycholinguistic variables such as
frequency, length, age of acquisition, etc.

Importantly, our results are not only relevant for determining
when the lexicon is accessed, but also for the duration of lexical
selection processes. The correlation between CSIE and ERP
amplitudes lasted 180 ms after it became significant at 208 ms.
If one considers the CSIE as indexing the difficulty of lexical
retrieval, it can be assumed that lexical competition continues
until the correlations disappear. Our estimation of 180 ms for the
time needed to retrieve a target word from the lexicon is larger
than: (i) the 75-ms estimate put forward by Indefrey and Levelt
(29); (ii) the 110 ms derived from modeling of dual-task picture-
word interference data (34); and (iii) the 80 ms reported in a
previous go/no-go ERP study (35). Although, it is difficult to
determine the origin of these differences, given the very different
tasks used, we can advance two potential explanations for this
discrepancy. First, the CSIE may actually spill over to other
processes downstream from lexical retrieval, such as phonolog-
ical encoding (see cascade and interactive models of word
retrieval; 1, 2), which may have extended the duration of
correlations measured in our experiment (note that this may also
have happened in the other studies mentioned above). Second,
the amount of time separating the onset of lexical access from
actual lexical selection may not be invariable, but, on the
contrary, dependent upon the amount of interference within the
lexical system during the process (among other variables). Given
the nature of the CSIE, which increases in magnitude with the
increasing number of competitors, it is likely that in our study the
lexicalization process was prolonged in comparison to the pre-
vious studies. This means that the temporal window of 180 ms
should be reduced if we were to consider the first two or three
ordinal positions rather than all five. Unfortunately, the design
of our experiment does not allow for such comparison, since
splitting the ordinal positions (e.g., the first three and the last
two) reduces statistical power considerably and makes the
calculation of correlation scores invalid.

Nonetheless, these questions are empirical ones which will
require future investigations. The key contribution here is that
we identified a temporal framework where semantically related
words induce competition within the linguistic system. In fact,
precisely this time window offers a unique way to explore the
conditions that may affect word retrieval and test the different
processing dynamics (serial, cascade, or parallel) put forward in
different language models (1–4).

In a more conventional analysis of our data, we also found a
strong positive correlation between naming latencies and the
mean amplitude of three ERP peaks (P2, N2, P3). These
correlations support the view that these ERP peaks, or at least
the P2, are sensitive to the difficulty with which lexical selection
proceeds (32). Further research will need to determine both the
functional characteristics of these components [e.g., attention
(36), mental effort (10), inhibition (37)] and whether they index
different cognitive processes. Nonetheless, our correlation ap-
proach has the advantage of doing away with traditional com-
ponent-based analyses and reveals a functional relationship
between ERP amplitude and a specific cognitive process at every
sampling point after the onset of a stimulus.

Finally, the present data shed light on the issue of whether the
locus of the CSIE is semantic or lexical in nature. Indeed, the

time frame in which we observed electrophysiological correlates
of the CSIE does not readily correspond with the time frame
traditionally associated with semantic analysis (i.e., 0–150 ms) (7,
12, 29). Furthermore, correlates of the CSIE were found from
208 ms onwards and are therefore compatible with the time
window associated with lexical retrieval in the study by Strijkers
et al. (32). In that study, a P2 modulation was elicited by lexical
frequency differences between two sets of pictures, by the
cognate status of picture names, and even by the language in
which picture naming was required. This evidence, combined
with that from neuroimaging presented in the introduction, are
strong arguments in favor of a lexical locus for the CSIE rather
than a semantic one. This finding suggests that lexical access may
entail competitive processing (38, 39).

In sum, our study shows that lexical retrieval during overt
speech production is a fast process starting �200 ms after
presentation of a picture and unfolds for 180 ms. This fine-
grained time course information is an important step toward a
temporal map of speech production. Such a map will provide
valuable insights for understanding this remarkable human
ability as well as help us to clarify why speech is impaired in brain
damaged patients and individuals with developmental disorders.

Methods
Participants. Twenty-four undergraduate students at the University of Barce-
lona and native speakers of Spanish participated in the experiment (ages
18–25). All were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and
did not suffer from motor or neurological problems.

Stimuli and Procedure. The design and materials were practically identical to
those used in Howard et al. (18) (see Fig. 1A for an example). One hundred
sixty-five different pictures, consisting of 120 target items (five exemplars for
each of 24 semantic categories) and 45 fillers, were used (see SI Appendix).
Twenty-four experimental lists were created with the constraints that no
target could appear in the first five positions (practice), and targets from the
same category were randomly separated by at least two and maximum seven
items. Intervening items could either be fillers (25%) or targets from other
semantic categories (75%). Semantic categories were rotated, so that across
participants they appeared once in each of the possible 24 orderings. There
were four main differences with respect to Howard et al.’s design (18): (i) We
used black and white line drawings (40, 41) instead of colored pictures. (ii)
Items within a category were semirandomized, such that across participants
each exemplar appeared at least four times in each possible ordinal position
(leaving only 3.33% position variability between exemplars) to ensure ERP
modulations were not elicited by physical differences between stimuli. (iii) Lag
position (from 2–7) was assigned randomly. (iv) Each participant was pre-
sented with three different experimental lists to ensure sufficient trials for ERP
averaging. Each experimental trial had the following structure: (i) a blank
interval of 1,000 ms was shown at the center of a computer screen; (ii) a picture
was displayed at the center of the screen until a response was given or for a
maximum of 1,500 ms; (iii) a blank intertrial interval of 1,000 ms intervened
before the next trial started. An asterisk was presented for 500 ms before the
first trial and after the last trial to signal the beginning and end of each list.
Lists were separated by a 30-s pause.

EEG Procedure. EEGs were recorded from 31 scalp locations, two bipolar
electrodes above and beneath the left eye recorded eye movements, and an
electrode placed on the participant’s nose was used as reference channel. The
EEG was continuously recorded and digitized at 250 Hz. Impedances were
reduced to 3 kOhms or less before the beginning of recording. The EEG data
were low- and high-pass filtered (20 to 0.03 Hz) and afterward segmented into
800-ms epochs (�200 to 600 ms). Before averaging, trials with a naming
response faster than 600 ms (2.4%) were removed to avoid contamination of
the ERPs due to muscular and mouth movement activity and differential
latency jitter between conditions (32). Also, segments containing artifacts
(brain activity �100 or below �100 mV) were removed before averaging. The
800-ms epochs were averaged in reference to the 200-ms prestimulus baseline.

ERP Analysis. Three types of analyses were conducted on the ERP data. First,
classical peak amplitude and latency analyses were run to observe which ERPs
were sensitive to the lexical manipulation (indexing lexical selection). Seven
time windows containing visible ERP peaks were selected for mean amplitude
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analysis: [0; 50], [70; 120] (P1 peak), [130; 180] (N1), [190; 240] (P2), [230; 280]
(N2), [280; 380] (P3), and [380; 480] ms (N400). Furthermore, electrodes were
grouped into nine clusters dividing the scalp in anterior, central, posterior,
and left, midline, and right sites. A five (ordinal position) � three (block) �
nine (cluster) repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the ERP data.

Second, we conducted point-by-point correlation analyses over the five
ordinal positions of pictures within each semantic category between the mean
RTs and mean ERP amplitudes over the entire group of participants every 4 ms
to track the time course of the CSIE in the ERPs. A time window was considered
significant when at least 15 consecutive significant correlations (P � 0.05)
between the ERPs and the RTs were obtained (i.e., for at least 60 ms) (42, 43).
We took the first time point of an uninterrupted series of at least 15 significant
correlations as the onset of the CSIE effect.

Third, to test for a potential confound of order of target appearance in the
experiment as a whole (as opposed to within a semantic category), we divided
each category according to its order of appearance in the experiment. That is,
for each experimental list, we calculated which category came first in the list,
second in the list, third in the list, and so on for all 24 categories. This gave us
a total of 24 ordinal between-category positions within the experiment; an
ordinal between-category position was averaged across the five items belong-
ing to that particular category, since a category that started (the picture

presentation of the first member of that category) before another category,
also always ended (picture presentation of the fifth member of that category)
before the other category. To increase statistical power, we then averaged
those 24 ordinal between-category positions across categories taken six-by-six
(the first six, those appearing in positions seven to 12, those appearing at
positions 13 to 18, and the last six), which resulted in four ordinal category
positions of appearance within the experiment overall. In other words, we
ended up with four ordinal positions of between-category appearance, cal-
culated over the same items as for the CSIE, but without containing any
semantic relationship between the positions (as it is for the CSIE) and only
containing a difference in when during the experiment (beginning, middle, or
end) they appear.
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